medicine. His objective approach has produced a connected account of these often complex operations which is usually easy to fqllow on quite superficial reading; and between the lines there -leamsfrom time to time the spirit which clothes the bones, and truly reflects the essence of the airborne fraternity. The standard of presentation and illustration (particularly the radiographs) is very high and the series as a whole has a useful place in an orthopaedic library. The grouping together of papers dealing with a special subject is valuable and fuffils a need which is not met by journals and standard textbooks. Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications 1963 I have read the whole of this book with pleasure and profit. 'Clinical Physiology' is a book to buy, to read and to consult at frequent intervals. In sixteen concise chapters a team of medical specialists provides an up-to-date background of physi-ology and biochemistry for those engaged in medical practice. Each chapter has four sections. The first outlines the normal physiology, and the second describes disorders of function. The third section discusses the principles of the complex tests which are currently used in clinical work. The practical application of this knowledge in diagnosis and treatment is reviewed in the fourth section of each chapter. All the chapters are good but the space allotted for this review does not permit an assessment of each. To me the most interesting was that of Dr Campbell, who explains hydrogen ion regulation in terms of proton donors and receptors. The most lucid was that of Dr Trotter, who strikes an ideal balance between the clinical and biochemical aspects of thyroid disease and describes both in refreshingly simple language. London: Pitman Medical This is a book about hypnosis and everything else from religion to warts, and from semantics to space travelnot to mention all the main specialties of medicine and surgery. All this is covered in about fifty chapters averaging seven pages each. As can be imagined, the author has read widely and the bibliographies are excellent, but the expositions are entirely uncritical, and at the end the reader has no idea whether hypnosis is more useful for one thing than another, nor whether it is really better than any other method of treatment in any of the conditions mentioned. anasthesia has now become too large a subject to be dealt with comprehensively in a volume of this size. He has therefore invited a number of auth. orities to contribute chapters on what he considers to be the most important sub-specialties in the field.
The style of previous editions has, however, been maintained by each individual author giving a wealth of references. So many contributions to the literature have been made since the eighth edition in 1957 that it is timely for this new version
